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Abstract

This paper is a survey on some recent aspects and developments in stochastic con-

trol. We discuss the two main historical approaches, Bellman’s optimality principle and

Pontryagin’s maximum principle, and their modern exposition with viscosity solutions

and backward stochastic differential equations. Some original proofs are presented in a

unifying context including degenerate singular control problems. We emphasize key re-

sults on characterization of optimal control for diffusion processes, with a view towards

applications. Some examples in finance are detailed with their explicit solutions. We

also discuss numerical issues and open questions.
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1 Introduction

Stochastic control is the study of dynamical systems subject to random perturbations and

which can be controlled in order to optimize some performance criterion. Historically han-

dled with the Bellman’s and the Pontryagin’s optimality principles, the research on control

theory considerably developed over these last years, inspired in particular by problems

emerging from mathematical finance. The global approach for studying stochastic control

problems by the Bellman dynamic programming principle has now its suitable framework

with viscosity solutions concept : this allows to go beyond the classical verification Bellman

approach for studying degenerate singular control problems arising typically in finance. On

the other hand, the stochastic maximum principle finds a modern presentation with back-

ward stochastic differential equations (BSDE), which led itself to a very important strand of

research. Viscosity solutions and BSDE have a strong relation through their PDE represen-

tation, and stochastic control theory is a place where probabilists and PDE mathematicians

meet together. In this survey paper, we give an overview of some of these modern devel-

opments of stochastic control by focusing mainly on controlled diffusion processes. Our

chief concern is to derive some tractable characterization of the value function and optimal

control. We do not discuss the theoretical existence problem of optimal controls, which

was largely studied in the literature, and we refer to [16] for a very recent overview on this

subject. We shall also insist on the applications and show examples with detailed explicit

solutions.

The paper is organized as follows. The next section formulates the problem, discuss the

classical approaches and their limitations. We also present some other stochastic control

problems of interest and their possible developments. In Section 3, we present the Bellman

dynamic programming approach with viscosity solutions theory. Some original proofs are

exposed and we indicate for some applications in finance how examples may be explicitly

solved. Section 4 describes the modern exposition of stochastic control and maximum

principle by means of BSDE. An application to the stochastic linear quadratic control

problem and mean-variance hedging is explicited. In both sections, we give the key results

on the characterization of optimality. In Section 5, we discuss numerical issues and conclude

in Section 6 with some possible developments and open questions.

2 The problem and discussion on methodology

2.1 Problem formulation

A standard control diffusion problem on finite horizon is formulated as follows. Let (Ω,F , P )

be a probability space, T > 0 a finite time, F = (Ft)0≤t≤T a filtration satisfying the usual

conditions, and W a d-dimensional Brownian motion defined on the filtered probability

space (Ω,F ,F, P ). We consider the controlled state process X valued in R
n and satisfying :

dXs = b(s,Xs, αs)ds + σ(s,Xs, αs)dWs. (2.1)

The control α = (αs)0≤s≤T is a progressively measurable process valued in the control

set A, a subset of R
m. The Borelian functions b, σ on [0, T ] × R

n × A satisfy the usual
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conditions in order to ensure the existence of a strong solution to (2.1). This is typically

satisfied when b and σ satisfy a Lipschitz condition on (t, x) uniformly in a, and α satisfies

a square integrability condition. We denote by A the set of control processes α. Given

(t, x) ∈ [0, T ] × R
n and α ∈ A, we then denote by {Xt,x

s , t ≤ s ≤ T}, the unique strong

solution to (2.1) starting from x at time s = t. As usual, we omit the dependance of X in

α to alleviate notations.

We are then given two Borelian real-valued functions f and g respectively defined on

[0, T ] × R
n ×A and R

n and we define the gain function :

J(t, x, α) = E

[∫ T

t

f(s,Xt,x
s , αs)ds + g(Xt,x

T )

]
,

for all (t, x) ∈ [0, T ]×R
n and α ∈ A. Of course, we have to impose integrability conditions

on f and g in order for the above expectation to be well-defined, e.g. a lower boundedness

or linear growth condition. Now, since our objective is to maximize this gain function, we

introduce the so-called value function :

v(t, x) = sup
α∈A

J(t, x, α). (2.2)

For an initial state (t, x), we say that α̂ ∈ A is an optimal control if v(t, x) = J(t, x, α̂).

Remark 2.1 We focus mainly on this survey paper on finite horizon control problems.

The infinite horizon version of control problem (2.2) is formulated as

sup
α∈A

E

[∫ ∞

0
e−ρtf(Xs, αs)ds

]
,

where ρ > 0 is a positive discount factor, large enough, to ensure finiteness of the associated

value function. Such problems are studied similarly by the Bellman’s optimality principle

as for the finite horizon case. There is also no additional difficulties for considering more

general discount factor : ρ = ρ(t, x, a), both in the finite or infinite horizon case. The

formulation (2.2) captures some fundamental structure and properties of optimal stochastic

control, but there are of course many other types of control problems that are also important

both from a theoretical and applied viewpoint. We shall list some of them and present

possible developments later.

2.2 Bellman’s optimality principle

The Bellman’s optimality principle, initiated by Bellman [8] and also called dynamic pro-

gramming principle (DPP), is a fundamental principle in control theory : it formally means

that if one has followed an optimal control decision until some arbitrary observation time,

say θ, then, given this information, it remains optimal to use it after θ. In the context of

controlled diffusion described above, the DPP is mathematically stated as follows :

(DP1) For all α ∈ A and θ ∈ Tt,T , set of stopping times valued in [t, T ] :

v(t, x) ≥ E

[∫ θ

t

f(s,Xt,x
s , αs)ds+ v(θ,Xt,x

θ )

]
. (2.3)
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(DP2) For all ε > 0, there exists α̂ε ∈ A s.t. for all θ ∈ Tt,T :

v(t, x) − ε ≤ E

[∫ θ

t

f(s,Xt,x
s , α̂ε

s)ds+ v(θ,Xt,x
θ )

]
. (2.4)

Notice that this is a stronger version than the traditional version of dynamic programming

principle, which is written as : for all θ ∈ Tt,T ,

(DPP) v(t, x) = sup
α∈A

E

[∫ θ

t

f(s,Xt,x
s , αs)ds + v(θ,Xt,x

θ )

]
.

Although the DPP has a clear intuitive meaning, its rigorous proof is technical and has

been studied by several authors and by different methods. We mention among them [56],

[68], [61], [15], [41] or [89]. However, it is rather difficult to find a precise reference with

a self-contained and complete proof of the DPP in the above form DP1 and DP2. Formal

arguments are usually given but the technical part is often omitted or does not cover

exactly the considered model. Indeed, it is frequent to consider initially controlled diffusion

model with strong solutions of sde but to prove the DPP by working on coordinate space

and so dealing actually with weak solutions. We shall use the DPP in the above form for a

granted result and mainly focus here on the implications for the characterization of the value

function through the so-called Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman (HJB) or dynamic programming

equation. We end this discussion by mentioning that Bellman’s optimality principle goes

beyond the framework of controlled diffusions or even Markov processes, and may also be

applied for controlled semimartingales, see [31].

2.2.1 The Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman (in)equation

The HJB equation is the infinitesimal version of the dynamic programming principle : it

describes the local behavior of the value function v(t, x) when θ is sent to t in DPP. It is

formally derived by assuming that the value function is smooth C2, applying Itô’s formula

to v(s,Xt,x
s ) between s = t and s = t+h, and then sending h to zero into DPP. The classical

HJB equation associated to the stochastic control problem (2.2) is :

−
∂v

∂t
(t, x) − sup

a∈A

[Lav(t, x) + f(t, x, a)] = 0, on [0, T ) × R
n, (2.5)

where La is the second-order infinitesimal generator associated to the diffusion X with

constant control a :

Lav = b(x, a).Dxv +
1

2
tr

(
σ(x, a)σ′(x, a)D2

xv
)
.

This partial differential equation (PDE) is often written also as :

−
∂v

∂t
(t, x) −H(t, x,Dxv(t, x),D

2
xv(t, x)) = 0, ∀(t, x) ∈ [0, T ) × R

n, (2.6)

where for (t, x, p,M) ∈ [0, T ]× R
n × R

n ×Sn (Sn is the set of symmetric n× n matrices) :

H(t, x, p,M) = sup
a∈A

[
b(x, a).p +

1

2
tr

(
σσ′(x, a)M

)
+ f(t, x, a)

]
. (2.7)
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The function H is sometimes called Hamiltonian of the associated control problem, and the

PDE (2.5) or (2.6) is the dynamic programming or HJB equation. There is also an a priori

terminal condition :

v(T, x) = g(x), ∀x ∈ R
n, (2.8)

which results from the very definition of the value function v. We followed the usual PDE

convention by writing a sign minus in front of the second order differential operator in the

l.h.s. (2.5) or (2.6), which ensures that it satisfies the ellipticity condition, see (3.3).

Remark 2.2 The statement (2.6) of the HJB equation (in addition to the regularity pro-

blem that will be handled with viscosity solutions) requires naturally the finiteness of the

Hamiltonian H, which is typically satisfied when the set of control A is bounded. Actually,

when A is unbounded, it may happen that H(t, x, p,M) defined in (2.7) takes the value ∞

in some domain of (t, x, p,M). More precisely, assume there exists a continuous function

G(t, x, p,M) on [0, T ] × R
n × R

n × Sn s.t.

H(t, x, p,M) < ∞ ⇐⇒ G(t, x, p,M) ≥ 0.

Then, from (2.6), we must have :

G(t, x,Dxv(t, x),D
2
xv(t, x)) ≥ 0, (2.9)

and −
∂v

∂t
(t, x) −H(t, x,Dxv(t, x),D

2
xv(t, x)) ≥ 0 (2.10)

Moreover, if inequality (2.9) is strict, then inequality (2.10) is an equality. Hence, we for-

mally get the HJB variational inequality associated to the dynamic programming principle :

min

[
−
∂v

∂t
(t, x) −H(t, x,Dxv(t, x),D

2
xv(t, x)) , G(t, x,Dxv(t, x),D

2
xv(t, x))

]
= 0.

In this case, we say that the control problem is singular, in contrast with the regular case

of HJB equation (2.6). A typical example of singular problem occurs when the control

influences linearly the dynamics of the system and the gain function. To fix the idea,

consider the one-dimensional case n = 1, A = R+, and

b(x, a) = b̂(x) + a, σ(x, a) = σ̂(x), f(t, x, a) = f̂(t, x) − λa,

for some λ ∈ R. Then,

H(t, x, p,M) =

{
b̂(x)p + 1

2 σ̂(x)2M + f̂(t, x) if − p+ λ ≥ 0

∞ if − p+ λ < 0.

The HJB variational inequality is then written as :

min

[
−
∂v

∂t
(t, x) − b̂(x)

∂v

∂x
(t, x) −

1

2
σ̂(x)2

∂2v

∂x2
(t, x) , −

∂v

∂x
(t, x) + λ

]
= 0.

We shall give in the next section another example of singular control arising in finance and

where the control is in the diffusion term. In singular control problem, the value function

is in general discontinuous in T so that (2.8) is not the relevant terminal condition. We

shall show how to derive rigorously the HJB equation (or variational inequality) with the

concept of viscosity solution to handle the lack of a priori regularity of the value function,

and also to determine the correct terminal condition.
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2.2.2 The classical verification approach

The classical verification approach consists in finding a smooth solution to the HJB equa-

tion, and to check that this candidate, under suitable sufficient conditions, coincides with

the value function. This result is usually called verification theorem and provides as a

byproduct an optimal control. It relies mainly on Itô’s formula. The assertions of verifica-

tion theorem may slightly vary from a problem to another one, depending on the required

sufficient technical conditions. These conditions should actually be adapted to the context

of the considered problem. In the above context, a verification theorem is roughly stated

as follows :

Verification theorem. Let w be a C1,2 function on [0, T ) × R
n and continuous in T ,

with suitable growth condition. Suppose that for all (t, x) ∈ [0, T )×R
n, there exists α̂(t, x)

mesurable, valued in A s.t. w solves the HJB equation :

−
∂w

∂t
(t, x) − sup

a∈A

[Law(t, x) + f(t, x, a)] = −
∂w

∂t
(t, x) − Lα̂(t,x)w(t, x) − f(t, x, α̂(t, x))

= 0, on [0, T ) × R
n,

together with the terminal condition

w(T, .) = g on R
n,

and the s.d.e. :

dXs = b(Xs, α̂(s,Xs))ds + σ(Xs, α̂(s,Xs))dWs

admits an unique solution, denoted X̂t,x
s , given an initial condition Xt = x. Then, w = v

and {α̂(s, X̂t,x
s ) t ≤ s ≤ T} is an optimal control for v(t, x).

A proof of verification theorem may be found in any textbook on stochastic control,

see e.g. [39], [56], [41], [89] or [81]. The first and most famous application in finance

of verification theorem for stochastic control problem is the Merton’s portfolio selection

problem. This is the situation where an investor may decide at any time over a finite

horizon T to invest a proportion α valued in A = R of his wealth X in a risky stock of

constants rate of return µ and volatility σ and the rest of proportion 1−α in a bank account

of constant interest r. His wealth controlled process is then governed by :

dXs = Xs (r + (µ− r)αs) ds+XsσαsdWs,

and the objective of the investor is given by the value function :

v(t, x) = sup
α∈A

E
[
U(Xt,x

T )
]
, (t, x) ∈ [0, T ] × R+,

where U is an utility function, i.e. a concave and increasing function on R+. For the popular

specific choice of the power utility function U(x) = xp, with p < 1, it is possible to find

an explicit (smooth) solution to the associated HJB equation with the terminal condition

v(T, .) = U , namely :

v(t, x) = exp (ρ(T − t)) xp,
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with ρ = (µ−r)2

2σ2
p

1−p
+ rp. Moreover, the optimal control is constant and given by :

α̂ =
µ− r

σ2(1 − p)

The key point in the explicit resolution of the Merton problem is that the value function v

may be separated into a function of t and of x : v(t, x) = ϕ(t)xp. With this transformation

and substitution into the HJB equation, it turns out that ϕ is solution of an ordinary

differential equation with terminal condition ϕ(T ) = 1, which is explicitly solved. Other

applications of verification theorem to stochastic control problems in finance are developed

in the recent textbook [70]. There are also important examples of applications in engineering

with the stochastic linear regulator, which will be studied later by the maximum principle.

Classical verification theorems allow to solve examples of control problems where one

can find or at least there exists a smooth solution to the associated HJB equation. They

apply successfully for control problems where the diffusion term does not depend on the

control and is uniformly elliptic, since in this case the HJB equation is semilinear in the

sense that D2
xv appears linearly, and so classical existence results for smooth solutions

exist, see [60]. They also apply for some specific models with control on the diffusion term,

typically the Merton’s portfolio selection problem as described above, and more generally to

extensions of Merton’s model with stochastic volatility, since in this case, the HJB equation

may be reduced after a suitable transformation to a semilinear equation. This last point is

developed in [91] and [77]. However, in the general case of nondegeneracy of the diffusion

term and in a number of applications, the value function might be not smooth or it is not

possible to obtain a priori the required regularity. Moreover, for singular control problems,

the value function is in general not continuous at the terminal date T , so that the right

terminal condition is not given by g(x), i.e. limtրT v(t, x) 6= g(x). Then, the classical

verification approach does not work and we need to relax the notion of solution to the

HJB equation. It turns out that the suitable class of weak solutions is the one of viscosity

solutions, not only for dealing with the rigorous derivation of the HJB equation, but also for

determining the relevant terminal condition. Moreover, viscosity solutions theory provides

a general verification approach, which allows to go beyond the case of classical verification.

We shall give some applications in finance of the viscosity solutions approach where we can

explicit non smooth solutions to singular control problems.

The notion of viscosity solutions was introduced by P.L. Lions [61] for second order

equations. They provide by now a well-established method for dealing with stochastic

control problems, in particular in finance, see e.g. [90], [41], [89] or [81]. We review some

of these aspects and their applications in the next section.

2.3 Pontryagin’s maximum principle

A classical approach for optimization and control problems is to derive necessary conditions

satisfied by an optimal solution. For example, the Kuhn-Tucker condition is a well-known

necessary condition of optimality in the finite-dimensional case. For an optimal control

problem as described above, and which may be viewed as an infinite-dimensional optimiza-

tion problem, the argument is to use an appropriate calculus of variations on the gain
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function J(t, x, α) with respect to the control variable in order to derive a necessary condi-

tion of optimality. The maximum principle, initiated by Pontryagin in the 1960s, states that

an optimal state trajectory must solve an Hamiltonian system together with a maximum

condition of a function called generalized Hamiltonian. In principle, solving an Hamiltonian

should be easier than solving the original control problem.

The original version of Pontryagin’s maximum principle was derived for deterministic

problems. As in classical calculus of variation, the basic idea of is to perturb an optimal

control and to use some sort of Taylor expansion of the state trajectory and objective

functional around the optimal control. By sending the perturbation to zero, one obtains

some inequality and by duality, the maximum principle is expressed in terms of an ad-

joint variable (Lagrange multiplier in the finite-dimensional case). The stochastic control

case was extensively studied in the 1970s by Bismut, Kushner, Bensoussan or Haussmann.

However, at that time, the results were essentially obtained under the condition that there

is no control on the diffusion coefficient. For example, Haussmann investigated maximum

principle by Girsanov’s transformation and this limitation explains why this approach does

not work with control-dependent and degenerate diffusion coefficients. The main difficulty

when facing a general controlled diffusion is that Itô integral term is not of the same order

than Lebesgue term and thus the first-order variation method fails. This difficulty was

overcomed by Peng [75], who studied the second-order term in the Taylor expansion of the

perturbation method arising from the Itô integral. He then obtained a maximum principle

for possibly degenerate and control-dependent diffusion, which involves in addition to the

first-order adjoint variable, a second-order adjoint variable.

In order to make applicable the maximum principle, one needs some explicit description

of the adjoint variables. These variables obtained originally by duality in functional analysis

may be represented by Riesz representation of a certain functional. By completing with

martingale representation in stochastic analysis, the adjoint variables are then described

by what is called today backward stochastic differential equations (BSDE). Actually, it was

the study of the maximum principle in the stochastic control case that motivated Peng for

a general formulation of BSDE, which in turn generated an important area of research. We

shall state in Section 4 the mathematical formulation of the sufficiency of the maximum

principle and relate it to BSDE and its extensions.

2.4 Other control problems

We present in this paragraph some other control problems, which we do not study in detail

here, but that are also of significant theoretical and practical interest. We also emphasize

some present developments.

2.4.1 Random horizon

In problem formulation (2.2), the time horizon is fixed until a deterministic terminal time

T . In some real applications, the time horizon may be random, and in the context of
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controlled diffusion described in paragraph 2.1, the control problem is formulated as :

sup
α∈A

E

[∫ τ

0
f(s,Xs, αs)ds + g(Xτ )

]
, (2.11)

where τ is a finite random time. In standard cases, the terminal time τ is a stopping time at

which the state process exits from a certain relevant domain. For example, in reinsurance

model, the state process X is the reserve of a company that may control it by reinsuring

a proportion 1 − α of premiums to another company. The terminal time τ is then the

bankruptcy time of the company defined as τ = inf{t ≥ 0 : Xt ≤ 0}. More generally, given

some open set O of R
n,

τ = inf {t ≥ 0 : Xt /∈ O} ∧ T

(which depends on the control). In this case, the control problem (2.11) leads via the

dynamic programming approach to a Dirichlet boundary-value problem. Another case of

interest concerns a terminal time τ , which is a random time but not a stopping time in

the filtration F with respect to which the controls are adapted. This situation occurs for

example in credit risk models where τ is the default time of a firm. Under the so-called (G)

hypothesis on filtration theory : P [τ ≤ t|Ft] is a nondecreasing right-continuous process,

problem (2.11) may be reduced to a stochastic control problem under a fixed deterministic

horizon, see [13] for a recent application in portfolio optimization model. In the general

random time case, the associated control problem has been relatively few studied in the

literature, see [17] or [92] for an utility maximization problem in finance.

2.4.2 Optimal stopping

In the models presented above, the horizon of the problem is either fixed or indirectly

influenced by the control. When one has the possibility to control directly the terminal

time, which is then modelled by controlled stopping time, the associated problem is an

optimal stopping time problem. In the general formulation of such models, the control is

mixed, composed by a pair control/stopping time (α, τ) and the functional to optimize is :

E

[∫ τ

0
f(t,Xt, αt)dt+ g(Xτ )

]
.

The theory of optimal stopping, thoroughly studied in the seventies, has received a renewed

interest with a variety of applications in economics and finance. These applications range

from asset pricing (American options) to firm investment and real options. Extensions

of classical optimal stopping problems deal with multiple optimal stopping with eventual

changes of regimes in the state process. They were studied e.g. in [9], [87], and applied in

finance in [19], [30], [45], [21] or [80].

2.4.3 Impulse control

In the formulation of problem in paragraph 2.1, the displacement of the state changes con-

tinuously in time in response to the control effort. However, in many real applications,

10



this displacement may be discontinuous. For example, in insurance company model, the

company distributes the dividends once or twice a year rather than continuously. In trans-

action costs model, the agent should not invest continuously in the stock due to the costs

but only at discrete times. Similar situation occurs in liquidity risk model, see e.g. [22].

Impulse control provides a suitable framework for modelling such situations. This may be

described as follows : the controlled state diffusion process is governed by

dXs = b(s,Xs)dt+ σ(s,Xs)dWs + dζs,

where the control ζ is a pure jump process. In other words, the control is given by a

pair (τn, κn)n where (τn)n is a nondecreasing sequence of stopping times, representing the

intervention times of the controller, and (κn)n is a sequence of Fτn
-measurable random

variables, representing the jump size decided by the controller at time τn. The functional

objective to optimize is in the form :

E




∫ T

0
f(t,Xt, αt)dt+

∑

τn≤T

h(Xτn
, κn) + g(XT )



 .

Impulse control problem is known to be associated via the dynamic programming approach

to an HJB quasi-variational inequality, see [9]. For some recent applications in finance, we

refer to [49] for insurance models, [55] and [69] for transaction costs models, and [63] for

liquidity risk model.

2.4.4 Ergodic control

Some stochastic systems may exhibit over a long period a stationary behavior characterized

by an invariant measure. This measure, if it does exists, is obtained by the average of the

states over a long time. An ergodic control problem consists in optimizing over the long

term some criterion taking into account this invariant measure.

A standard formulation resulting from the criterion presented in paragraph 2.1 is to

optimize over control α a functional in the form :

lim sup
T→+∞

1

T
E

[∫ T

0
f(Xt, αt)dt

]
,

or

lim sup
T→+∞

1

T
lnE

[
exp

(∫ T

0
f(Xt, αt)dt

)]
.

This last formulation is called risk-sensitive control on infinite horizon. Ergodic and risk-

sensitive control problems were studied in [51], [11] or [38]. Risk-sensitive control problems

were recently applied in a financial context in [12] and [40].

Another criterion based on the large deviations behavior of the ergodic system : P [XT /T ]

≃ e−I(c)T , when T goes to infinity, consists in maximizing over control α a functional in

the form :

lim sup
T→+∞

1

T
lnP

[
XT

T
≥ c

]
.

11



This large deviations control problem is interpreted in finance as the asymptotic version of

the quantile criterion of maximizing the probability that the terminal wealth XT beats a

given benchmark. This nonstandard control problem was introduced and developed recently

by Pham [78], [79], see also [47]. It does not have a direct dynamic programming principle

but may be reduced via a duality principle to a risk-sensitive control problem.

2.4.5 Robust control

In the problems formulated above, the dynamics of the control system is assumed to be

known and fixed. Robust control theory is a method to measure the performance changes

of a control system with changing system parameters. This is of course important in

engineering systems, and it has recently been used in finance in relation with the theory

of risk measures initiated by Artzner et al. [3]. Indeed, it is proved that a coherent risk

measure for an uncertain payoff XT at time T is represented by :

ρ(−XT ) = sup
Q∈Q

EQ[XT ],

where Q is a set of absolutly continuous probability measures with respect to the original

probability P . More generally, one may define a risk measure in the form :

ρ(−XT ) = − inf
Q∈Q

EQ[U(−XT )],

where U is a concave and nondecreasing function. So, when X is controlled by α and the

problem is to optimize the risk measure ρ(−XT ), one is facing a robust control problem. In

this financial context, robust optimization problems were recently studied in [82] and [44].

2.4.6 Partial observation control problem

It is assumed so far that the controller completely observes the state system. In many real

applications, he is only able to observe partially the state via other variables and there is

noise in the observation system. For example in financial models, one may observe the asset

price but not completely its rate of return and/or its volatility, and the portfolio investment

is based only on the asset price information. We are facing a partial observation control

problem. This may be formulated in a general form as follows : we have a controlled signal

(unobserved) process governed by

dXs = b(s,Xs, Ys, αs)ds + σ(s,Xs, Ys, αs)dWs,

and an observation process

dYs = η(s,Xs, Ys, αs)ds + γ(s,Xs, Ys, αs)dBs,

where B is another Brownian motion, eventually correlated with W . The control α is

adapted with respect to the filtration generated by the observation F
Y = (FY

t ) and the

functional to optimize is :

J(α) = E

[∫ T

0
f(Xt, Yt, αt)dt + g(XT , YT )

]
.
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By introducing the filter measure-valued process

Πt(dx) = P [Xt ∈ dx|FY
t ],

one may rewrite the functional J(α) in the form :

J(α) = E

[∫ T

0
f̂(Πt, Yt, αt)dt + ĝ(ΠT , YT )

]
,

where we use the notation : f̂(π, y) =
∫
f(x, y)π(dx) for any finite measure π on the signal

state space, and similarly for ĝ. Since by definition, the process (Πt) is (FY
t )-adapted,

the original partial observation control problem is reformulated as a complete observation

control model, with the new observable state variable defined by the filter process. The

additional main difficulty is that the filter process is valued in the infinite-dimensional

space of probability measures : it satisfies the Zakai stochastic partial differential equation.

The dynamic programming principle or maximum principle are still applicable and the

associated Bellman equation or Hamiltonian system are now in infinite dimension. For a

theoretical study of optimal control under partial observation under this infinite dimensional

viewpoint, we mention among others the works [36], [26], [5], [10], [62] or [93]. There

are relatively few explicit calculations in the applications to finance of partial observation

control models and this area should be developed in the future.

2.4.7 Stochastic target problems

Motivated by the superreplication problem in finance, and in particular under gamma

constraints [85], Soner and Touzi introduced a new class of stochastic control problems.

The state process is described by a pair (X,Y ) valued in R
n × R, and controlled by a

control process α according to :

dXs = b(s,Xs, αs)ds + σ(s,Xs, αs)dWs (2.12)

dYs = η(s,Xs, Ys, αs)ds + γ(s,Xs, Ys, αs)dWs. (2.13)

Notice that the coefficients of X do not depend on Y . Given α ∈ A and (t, x, y) ∈

[0, T ] × R
n × R, (Xt,x, Y t,x,y) is the unique solution to (2.12)-(2.13) with initial condi-

tion (Xt,x
t , Y t,x,y

t ) = (x, y). The coefficients b, σ, η, γ are bounded functions and satisfy

usual conditions ensuring that (Xt,x, Y t,x,y) is well-defined. The stochastic target problem

is defined as follows. Given a real-valued measurable function g on R
n, the value function

of the control problem is defined by :

v(t, x) = inf
{
y ∈ R : ∃α ∈ A, Y t,x,y

T ≥ g(Xt,x
T ) a.s.

}
.

In finance, X is the price process, Y is the wealth process controlled by the portfolio strategy

α, and v(t, x) is the minimum capital in order to superreplicate the payoff option g(XT ).

The dynamic programming principle associated to this stochastic target problem is

stated as follows : for all (t, x) ∈ [0, T ], and θ stopping time in [t, T ], we have

v(t, x) = inf
{
y ∈ R : ∃α ∈ A, Y t,x,y

θ ≥ v(θ,Xt,x
θ ) a.s.

}
.
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The derivation of the associated dynamic programming equation is obtained under the

following conditions. The matrix σ(t, x, a) is assumed to be invertible and the function

a 7→ γ(t, x, y, a)σ−1(t, x, a)

is one-to-one for all (t, x, y), with inverse denoted ϑ, i.e.

γ(t, x, y, a)σ−1(t, x, a) = p′ ⇐⇒ a = ϑ(t, x, y, p)

for p ∈ R
n. Here p′ is the transpose of p. Moreover, the control set A is assumed to be

convex and compact in R
m, with nonempty interior. The support function of the closed

convex set A is denoted

δA(ζ) = sup
a∈A

a′ζ.

Under these conditions, Soner and Touzi [86] proved that v is a viscosity solution to the

dynamic programming equation :

min

{
−
∂v

∂t
(t, x) − La0(t,x)v(t, x) + η(t, x, v(t, x), a0(t, x)), G(t, x, v(t, x),Dxv(t, x))

}
= 0,

where La is the second order differential operator associated to the diffusion X, and

a0(t, x) = ϑ(t, x, v(t, x),Dxv(t, x)),

G(t, x, v(t, x),Dxv(t, x)) = inf
|ζ|=1

[
δA(ζ) − a0(t, x)

′ζ
]
.

3 Dynamic programming and viscosity solutions

3.1 Definition of viscosity solutions

The notion of viscosity solutions provides a powerful tool for handling with stochastic con-

trol problems. The theory of viscosity solutions goes beyond the context of HJB equations

and is a concept of general weak solutions for partial differential equations. We refer to

the user’s guide of Crandall, Ishii and Lions [23] for an overview of this theory. Here, we

simply recall the definition and some basic properties required for our purpose.

Let us consider the parabolic nonlinear partial differential equations of second order :

F (t, x, w(t, x),
∂w

∂t
(t, x),Dxw(x),D2

xxw(x)) = 0, (t, x) ∈ [0, T ) ×O, (3.1)

where O is an open set of R
n, and F is a continuous function on [0, T ]×O×R×R×R

n×Sn.

The function F is assumed to satisfy the ellipticity and parabolicity conditions :

M ≤ M̂ =⇒ F (t, x, r, pt, p,M) ≥ F (t, x, r, pt, p, M̂ ) (3.2)

pt ≤ p̂t =⇒ F (t, x, r, pt, p,M) ≥ F (t, x, r, p̂t, p,M), (3.3)

for all t ∈ [0, T ), x ∈ On, r ∈ R, pt, p̂t ∈ R, p ∈ R and M,M̂ ∈ Sn. The last condition

(3.3) means that we are dealing with forward PDE, i.e. (3.1) holds for time t < T , and the
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terminal condition is for t = T . This is in accordance with the control problem and HJB

equation formulated in Section 2.

Since it is not always easy to have a priori the continuity of the value function (actually,

there may be even discontinuity at terminal time T ), we work with the notion of discontin-

uous viscosity solutions. We then introduce, for a locally bounded function w on [0, T ]×O,

its lower semicontinuous envelope w∗ and upper semicontinuous envelope w∗, i.e. :

w∗(t, x) = lim inf
(t′,x′)→(t,x)

w(t′, x′) and w∗(x) = lim sup
(t′,x′)→(t,x)

w(t′, x′).

Definition 3.1 Let w be a locally bounded function on O.

(i) w is a viscosity subsolution (resp. supersolution) of (3.1) if :

F (t̄, x̄, ϕ(t̄, x̄),
∂ϕ

∂t
(t̄, x̄),Dxϕ(t̄, x̄),D2

xϕ(t̄, x̄)) ≤ (resp. ≥) 0, (3.4)

for any (t̄, x̄) ∈ [0, T ) × O and smooth test function ϕ ∈ C2([0, T ) × O) s.t. (t̄, x̄) is a

maximum (resp. minimum) of w∗ − ϕ (resp. w∗ − ϕ) with 0 = (w∗ − ϕ)(t̄, x̄) (resp.

(w∗ − ϕ)(t̄, x̄)).

(ii) w is a viscosity solution of (3.1) if it is a viscosity subsolution and supersolution.

Remark 3.1 1. Viscosity solutions extend the notion of classical solutions : a C1,2 func-

tion on [0, T ) ×O is a supersolution (resp. a subsolution) of (3.1) in the classical sense iff

it is a viscosity supersolution (resp. viscosity subsolution).

2. The above definition is unchanged if the maximum/minimum is strict and/or local.

Notice that since we are considering forward PDE, a local extremum point (t̄, x̄) means

with respect to a neighborhood in the form [t̄, t̄ + h) × Bη(x̄), with h, η > 0. Here Bη(x)

denotes the open ball of radius η and center x and B̄η(x) its closure.

3. Without loss of generality, by translating the test function by a constant, we may relax

the condition that 0 = (w∗ − ϕ)(t̄, x̄) (resp. (w∗ − ϕ)(t̄, x̄)). We have then to replace in

(3.4) ϕ(t̄, x̄) by w∗(t̄, x̄) (resp. w∗(t̄, x̄)).

4. We define similarly viscosity solutions for elliptic PDE, i.e. without time variable t.

3.2 Viscosity characterization

We come back to the framework of controlled diffusions of Section 1, and we state that the

value function is a viscosity solution to the associated HJB equation. We also determine

the relevant terminal condition. We present an unifying result for taking into account the

possible singularity of the Hamiltonian H when the control set A is unbounded, see Remark

2.2, We then introduce

dom(H) = {(t, x, p,M) ∈ [0, T ] × R
n × R

n × Sn : H(t, x, p,M) <∞} ,

and we shall make the assumption :

H is continuous on int(dom(H))

and there exists G : [0, T ] × R
n × R

n × Sn

nondecreasing in its last argument and continuous s.t. :

(t, x, p,M) ∈ dom(H) ⇐⇒ G(t, x, p,M) ≥ 0 (3.5)
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The nondecreasing condition of G in its last argument is only required here to ensure that

the PDE in (3.6) satisfies the ellipticity condition (3.2).

In the sequel, we assume that the value function v is locally bounded on [0, T ] × R
n :

this is a condition usually easy to check, and satisfied typically when v inherits from f and

g a linear growth condition. Our general viscosity property for the value function is stated

in the following theorem :

Theorem 3.1 Assume that f(., ., a) is continuous for all a ∈ A and (3.5) holds. Then, v

is a viscosity solution of the HJB variational inequality :

min

{
−
∂v

∂t
(t, x) −H(t, x,Dxv(t, x),D

2
xv(t, x)) , G(t, x,Dxv(t, x),D

2
xv(t, x))

}

= 0, (t, x) ∈ [0, T ) × R
n. (3.6)

Remark 3.2 In the regular case, i.e. when the Hamiltonian H is finite on the whole state

domain (this occurs typically when the control set A is compact), the condition (3.5) is

satisfied for any choice of positive continuous function, e.g. a positive constant. In this

case, the HJB variational inequality (3.6) is reduced to the regular HJB equation :

−
∂v

∂t
(t, x) −H(t, x,Dxv(t, x),D

2
xv(t, x)) = 0, (t, x) ∈ [0, T ) × R

n

that the value function satisfies in the viscosity sense. Hence, Theorem 3.1 states a general

viscosity property including both the regular and singular case.

Remark 3.3 We do not address here the important uniqueness problem associated to

the HJB (in)equation. We refer to [23] for some general uniqueness results. In most

cases, there is a (strong) comparison principle for this HJB PDE, which states that any

uppersemicontinuous subsolution is not greater than a lowersemicontinuous supersolution.

This implies v∗ ≤ v∗ and therefore v∗ = v∗ since the other inequality is always true by

definition. The consequence of this is the continuity of the value function v on [0, T )×R
n.

Hence, we notice that viscosity property allows to derive as a byproduct the continuity

of the value function, which may be not always easily proved by a direct probabilistic

argument.

It is well known that to a parabolic PDE is associated a terminal condition, in order

to get an uniqueness result. We then need to determine the terminal data for the value

function. By the very definition of the value function, we have

v(T, x) = g(x), x ∈ R
d. (3.7)

However, in several aplications of stochastic control problems, the value function may be

discontinuous at T , see e.g. [20] and [24]. In this case, (3.7) is not the relevant terminal

condition associated to the HJB equation in order to characterize the value function : we

need actually to determine v(T−, x) := limtրT v(t, x) if it exists.

To this end, we introduce

v(x) = lim inf
tրT,x′→x

v(t, x′) and v̄(x) = lim sup
tրT,x′→x

v(t, x′)
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Notice that by definition, v ≤ v̄, v is lowersemicontinuous, and v̄ is uppersemicontinuous.

Our characterization result for the terminal condition is stated as follows.

Theorem 3.2 Assume that f and g are lower-bounded or satisfy a linear growth condition,

and (3.5) holds.

(i) Suppose that g is lowersemicontinuous. Then v is a viscosity supersolution of

min
[
v(x) − g(x) , G(T, x,Dv(x),D2v(x))

]
= 0, on R

n. (3.8)

(ii) Suppose that g is uppersemicontinuous. Then v̄ is a viscosity subsolution of

min
[
v̄(x) − g(x) , G(T, x,Dv̄(x),D2v̄(x))

]
= 0, on R

n. (3.9)

Remark 3.4 In most cases, there is a comparison principle for the PDE arising in the

above theorem, meaning that a subsolution is not greater than a supersolution. Therefore,

under the conditions of Theorem 3.2, we have v̄ ≤ v and so v̄ = v. This means v̂ := v(T−, .)

exists, equal to v = v̄ and is a viscosity solution to :

min
[
v̂(x) − g(x) , G(T, x,Dv̂(x),D2v̂(x))

]
= 0, on R

n. (3.10)

Denote, by ĝ the upper G-envelope of g, defined as the smallest function above g and

viscosity supersolution to :

G(T, x,Dĝ(x),D2ĝ(x)) = 0, on R
n, (3.11)

when it exists and is finite. Such a function may be calculated in a number of examples,

see e.g. paragraph 3.3.2. Since v̂ is a viscosity supersolution to (3.10), it is greater than

g and is a viscosity supersolution to the same PDE than ĝ. Hence, by definition of ĝ, we

have v̂ ≥ ĝ. On the other hand, ĝ is a viscosity supersolution to the PDE (3.10), and so

by a comparison principle, the subsolution v̂ of (3.10) is not greater than ĝ. We have then

determined explicitly the terminal data :

v(T−, x) = v̂(x) = ĝ(x).

Recall that in the regular case, we may take for G a positive constant function, so that

obviously ĝ = g. Therefore, in this case, v is continuous in T and v(T−, x) = v(T, x) =

g(x). In the singular case, ĝ is in general different from g and so v is discontinuous in T .

The effect of the singularity is to lift up with the G operator, the terminal function g to ĝ.

We separate the proof of viscosity supersolution and subsolution, which are quite differ-

ent. The supersolution part follows from DP1 and standard arguments in viscosity solution

theory as in Lions [61]. In this part, the notion of viscosity solutions is only used to handle

the lack of a priori regularity of v. The subsolution part is more delicate and should take

into account the possible singular part of the Hamiltonian. The derivation is obtained from

DP2 and a contraposition argument. The assertion of the subsolution part as well as the

determination of the terminal condition seem to be new in this unifying context and are

inspired by arguments in [86]. These arguments really use the concept of viscosity solutions

even if the value function were known to be smooth. The reader who is not interested in

the technical proofs of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 can go directly to the paragraph 3.3 on some

applications in finance of viscosity solutions theory.
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3.2.1 Viscosity supersolution property

Proposition 3.1 Assume that f(., ., a) is continuous for all a ∈ A. Then, v is a viscosity

supersolution of the HJB equation :

−
∂v

∂t
(t, x) −H(t, x,Dxv(t, x),D

2
xv(t, x)) = 0, (t, x) ∈ [0, T ) × R

n. (3.12)

Proof. Let (t̄, x̄) ∈ [0, T ) × R
n and ϕ ∈ C2([0, T ) × R

n) a smooth test function s.t. :

0 = (v∗ − ϕ)(t̄, x̄) = min
(t,x)∈[0,T )×Rn

(v∗ − ϕ)(t, x). (3.13)

By definition of v∗(t̄, x̄), there exists a sequence (tm, xm) in [0, T ) × R
n s.t.

(tm, xm) → (t̄, x̄) and v(tm, xm) → v∗(t̄, x̄),

when m goes to infinity. By continuity of ϕ and (3.13), we also have

γm := v(tm, xm) − ϕ(tm, xm) → 0,

when m goes to infinity.

Let a be an arbitrary element in A, and α the constant control equal to a. We denote

by Xtm,xm
s the associated controlled process starting from xm at tm. Consider τm the first

exit time of Xtm,xm from the open ball Bη(xm) : τm = inf{s ≥ tm : |Xtm,xm
s − xm| ≥ η},

with η > 0 and let (hm) a positive sequence s.t. :

hm → 0 and
γm

hm
→ 0,

when m goes to infinity. By applying the first part (DP1) of the dynamic programming

principle to v(tm, xm) and θm := τm ∧ (tm + hm), we get :

v(tm, xm) ≥ E

[∫ θm

tm

f(s,Xtm,xm
s , a)ds + v(θm,X

tm,xm

θm
)

]
.

From (3.13), which implies v ≥ v∗ ≥ ϕ, we then deduce :

ϕ(tm, xm) + γm ≥ E

[∫ θm

tm

f(s,Xtm,xm
s , a)ds + ϕ(θm,X

tm,xm

θm
)

]
.

We now apply Itô’s formula to ϕ(s,Xtm,xm
s ) between tm and θm, and we obtain after noting

that the stochastic integral term vanishes in expectation due to bounded integrand :

γm

hm
+ E

[
1

hm

∫ θm

tm

(
−
∂ϕ

∂t
− Laϕ− f

)
(s,Xtm,xm

s , a)ds

]
≥ 0. (3.14)

By the a.s. continuity of the trajectory Xtm,xm
s , we get that for m sufficiently large, (m

≥ N(ω)), θm(ω) = tm + hm, a.s. We then deduce by the mean-value theorem that the

random variable inside the expectation in (3.14) converges a.s. to −
∂ϕ

∂t
(t̄, x̄) − Laϕ(t̄, x̄)

− f(t̄, x̄, a) when m goes to infinity. Moreover, since this random variable is bounded by a

constant independent of m, we may apply the dominated convergence theorem to obtain :

−
∂ϕ

∂t
(t̄, x̄) −Laϕ(t̄, x̄) − f(t̄, x̄, a) ≥ 0.

We conclude from the arbitrariness of a ∈ A. 2
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Remark 3.5 The supersolution property of v means that for all (t̄, x̄) ∈ [0, T ) × R
n and

smooth test function ϕ s.t. 0 = (v∗ − ϕ)(t̄, x̄) = min[0,T )×Rn(v∗ − ϕ), we have

−
∂v

∂t
(t̄, x̄) −H(t̄, x̄,Dxϕ(t̄, x̄),D2

xϕ(t̄, x̄)) ≥ 0.

Recalling condition (3.5), this implies

G(t̄, x̄,Dxϕ(t̄, x̄),D2
xϕ(t̄, x̄)) ≥ 0,

and so

min

{
−
∂ϕ

∂t
(t̄, x̄) −H(t̄, x̄,Dxϕ(t̄, x̄),D2

xϕ(t̄, x̄)) , G(t̄, x̄,Dxϕ(t̄, x̄),D2
xϕ(t̄, x̄))

}
≥ 0.

This is the viscosity supersolution of v to (3.6).

3.2.2 Viscosity subsolution property

Proposition 3.2 Assume that (3.5) holds. Then v is a viscosity subsolution of the HJB

variational inequality :

min

{
−
∂v

∂t
(t, x) −H(t, x,Dxv(t, x),D

2
xv(t, x)) , G(t, x,Dxv(t, x),D

2
xv(t, x))

}

= 0, (t, x) ∈ [0, T ) × R
n. (3.15)

The proof of the subsolution part is based on a contraposition argument and DP2. We

then introduce for a given smooth function ϕ, the set in [0, T ] × R
n :

M(ϕ) =

{
(t, x) ∈ [0, T ] × R

n : −
∂ϕ

∂t
(t, x) −H(t, x,Dxϕ(t, x),D2

xϕ(t, x)) > 0

and G(t, x,Dxϕ(t, x),D2
xϕ(t, x)) > 0

}
.

The following Lemma, which will be also used in the derivation of the terminal condition,

is a consequence of DP2 of the dynamic programming principle.

Lemma 3.1 Let ϕ be a smooth function on [0, T ]×R
n, and suppose there exist t1 < t2 ≤ T ,

x̄ ∈ R
n and η > 0 s.t. :

[t1, t2] × B̄η(x̄) ∈ M(ϕ).

Then,

sup
∂p([t1,t2]×B̄η(x̄))

(v − ϕ) = max
[t1,t2]×B̄η(x̄)

(v∗ − ϕ),

where ∂p([t1, t2]×Bη(x̄)) is the forward parabolic boundary of [t1, t2]×B̄η(x̄), i.e. ∂p([t1, t2]×

B̄η(x̄)) = [t1, t2] × ∂B̄η(x̄) ∪ {t2} × B̄η(x̄).
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Before proving this Lemma, let us show how it immediately implies the required sub-

solution property.

Proof of Proposition 3.2. Let (t̄, x̄) ∈ [0, T ) × R
n and ϕ a smooth test function s.t.

0 = (v∗ − ϕ)(t̄, x̄) = (strict) max
[0,T )×Rn

(v∗ − ϕ).

First, observe that by the continuity condition in (3.5), the set M(ϕ) is open. Since (t̄, x̄)

is a strict maximizer of (v∗ − ϕ), we then deduce by Lemma 3.1 that (t̄, x̄) /∈ M(ϕ). By

definition of M(ϕ), this means :

min

{
−
∂ϕ

∂t
(t, x) −H(t̄, x̄,Dxϕ(t̄, x̄),D2

xϕ(t̄, x̄)) , G(t̄, x̄,Dxϕ(t̄, x̄),D2
xϕ(t̄, x̄))

}
≤ 0,

which is the required subsolution inequality.

Proof of Lemma 3.1. By definition of M(ϕ) and H, we have :

−
∂ϕ

∂t
(t, x) −Laϕ(t, x) − f(t, x, a) > 0, ∀(t, x) ∈ [t1, t2] × B̄η(x̄), ∀a ∈ A.(3.16)

We argue by contradiction and suppose on the contrary that :

max
[t1,t2]×B̄η(x̄)

(v∗ − ϕ) − sup
∂p([t1,t2]×B̄η(x̄))

(v − ϕ) := 2δ.

We can choose (t0, x0) ∈ (t1, t2)×Bη(x̄) s.t. (v−ϕ)(t0, x0) ≥ −δ+max[t1,t2]×B̄η(x̄)(v
∗−ϕ),

and so :

(v − ϕ)(t0, x0) ≥ δ + sup
∂p([t1,t2]×B̄η(x̄))

(v − ϕ). (3.17)

Fix now ε = δ/2, and apply DP2 to v(t0, x0) : there exists α̂ε ∈ A s.t.

v(t0, x0) − ε ≤ E

[∫ θ

t0

f(s,Xt0,x0
s , α̂ε

s)ds + v(θ,Xt0,x0

θ )

]
, (3.18)

where we choose

θ = inf
{
s ≥ t0 : (s,Xt0,x0

s ) /∈ [t1, t2] × B̄η(x̄)
}
.

First, notice that by continuity of Xt0,x0, we have (θ,Xt0,x0

θ ) ∈ ∂p([t1, t2] × Bη(x̄)). Since

from (3.17), we have v ≤ ϕ + (v−ϕ)(t0, x0) − δ on ∂p([t1, t2]×Bη(x̄)), we get with (3.18) :

−ε ≤ E

[∫ θ

t0

f(s,Xt0,x0
s , α̂ε

s)ds+ ϕ(θ,Xt0,x0

θ ) − ϕ(t0, x0)

]
− δ.

Applying Itô’s formula to ϕ(s,Xt0,x0
s ) between s = t0 and s = θ, we obtain :

E

[∫ θ

t0

(
−
∂ϕ

∂t
(s,Xt0,x0

s ) − Lα̂ε
sϕ(s,Xt0,x0

s ) − f(s,Xt0,x0
s , α̂ε

s)

)
ds

]
≤ ε− δ.

Since, by definition of θ, (s,Xt0,x0
s ) lies in [t1, t2] × B̄η(x̄) for all t0 ≤ s ≤ θ, we get with

(3.16) the required contradiction : 0 ≤ ε− δ = −δ/2.
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3.2.3 Terminal condition

We start with the following Lemma.

Lemma 3.2 Suppose that f and g are lower-bounded or satisfy a linear growth condition,

and g is lowersemicontinuous. Then,

v(x) ≥ g(x), ∀x ∈ R
n.

Proof. Take some arbitrary sequence (tm, xm) → (T, x) with tm < T and fix some constant

control α ≡ a ∈ A. By definition of the value function, we have :

v(tm, xm) ≥ E

[∫ T

tm

f(s,Xtm,xm
s , a)ds + g(Xtm ,xm

T )

]
.

Under the linear growth or lower-boundeness condition on f and g, we may apply dominated

convergence theorem or Fatou’s lemma, and so :

lim inf
m→∞

v(tm, xm) ≥ E
[
lim inf
m→∞

g(Xtm,xm

T )
]

≥ g(x),

by the lowersemicontinuity of g and the continuity of the flow Xt,x
T in (t, x). 2

The supersolution property (3.8) for the terminal condition is then obtained with the

following result.

Lemma 3.3 Under (3.5), v is a viscosity supersolution of :

G(T, x,Dxv(x),D
2
xv(x)) = 0, on R

n.

Proof. Let x̄ ∈ R
n and ψ a smooth function on R

n s.t.

0 = (v − ψ)(x̄) = min
Rn

(v − ψ). (3.19)

By definition of v, there exists a sequence (sm, ym) converging to (T, x̄) with sm < T and

lim
m→∞

v∗(sm, ym) = v(x̄). (3.20)

Consider the auxiliary test function :

ϕm(t, x) = ψ(x) − |x− x̄|4 +
T − t

(T − sm)2
,

and choose (tm, xm) ∈ [sm, T ] × B̄1(x̄) as a minimum of (v∗ − ϕm) on [sm, T ] × B̄1(x̄).

Step 1. We claim that, for sufficiently large m, tm < T and xm converges to x̄, so that

(tm, xm) is a local minimizer of (v∗ − ϕm). Indeed, recalling v(x̄) = ψ(x̄) and (3.20), we

have for sufficiently large m :

(v∗ − ϕm)(sm, ym) ≤ −
1

2(T − sm)
< 0. (3.21)
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On the other hand, for any x ∈ R
n, we have

(v∗ − ϕm)(T, x) = v(x) − ψ(x) + |x− x̄|4 ≥ v(x) − ψ(x) ≥ 0, (3.22)

by (3.19). The two inequalities (3.21)-(3.22) show that tm < T for large m. We can suppose

that xm converges, up to a subsequence, to some x0 ∈ B̄1(x̄). From (3.19), since sm ≤ tm
and (tm, xm) is a minimum of (v∗ − ψm), we have :

0 ≤ (v − ψ)(x0) − (v − ψ)(x̄)

≤ lim inf
m→∞

[
(v∗ − ϕm)(tm, xm) − (v∗ − ϕm)(sm, ym) − |xm − x̄|4

]

≤ −|x0 − x̄|4,

which proves that x0 = x̄.

Step 2. Since (tm, xm) is a local minimizer of (v∗ − ϕm), the viscosity supersolution

property of v∗ holds at (tm, xm) with the test function ϕm, and so for every m :

G(tm, xm,Dxϕm(tm, xm),D2
xϕm(tm, xm)) ≥ 0. (3.23)

Now, since Dxϕm(tm, xm) = Dψ(xm) − 4(xm − x̄)|xm − x̄|2, D2
xϕm(tm, xm) = D2ψ(xm) −

4|xm − x̄|2In − 4(xm − x)(xm − x̄)′, recalling that G is continuous, and (tm, xm) converges

to (T, x̄), we get from (3.23) :

G(T, x̄,Dψ(x̄),D2ψ(x̄)) ≥ 0.

This is the required supersolution inequality. 2

We finally turn to the subsolution property for the terminal condition.

Lemma 3.4 Suppose that g is uppersemicontinuous and (3.5) holds. Then, v̄ is a viscosity

subsolution of :

min
[
v̄(x) − g(x) , G(T, x,Dv̄(x),D2v̄(x))

]
= 0, on R

n.

Proof. Let x̄ ∈ R
n and ψ a smooth function on R

n s.t.

0 = (v̄ − ψ)(x̄) = max
Rn

(v̄ − ψ). (3.24)

We have to show that whenever

v̄(x̄) > g(x̄), (3.25)

then

G(T, x̄,Dψ(x̄),D2ψ(x̄)) ≤ 0. (3.26)

So, suppose that (3.25) holds, and let us consider the auxiliary test function :

ϕm(t, x) = ψ(x) + |x− x̄|4 +m(T − t).
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We argue by contradiction and suppose on the contrary that

G(T, x̄,Dψ(x̄),D2ψ(x̄)) > 0.

Since Dxϕm(t, x) = Dψ(x) − 4(x − x̄)|x− x̄|2 → Dψ(x̄), D2
xϕm(t, x) = D2ψ(x) − 4In|x−

x̄|2 − 4(x− x̄)(x− x̄)′ → D2ψ(x̄) when x tends to x̄, there exists, by continuity of G, s0 <

T and η > 0 s.t. for all m :

G(t, x,Dxϕm(t, x),D2
xϕm(t, x)) > 0, ∀(t, x) ∈ [s0, T ] × B̄η(x̄). (3.27)

Under condition (3.5), the function H(t, x,Dxϕm(t, x),D2
xϕm(t, x)) is then finite on the

compact set [s0, T ] × B̄η(x̄) and by continuity of H on int(dom(H)), there exists some

constant h0 (independent of m) s.t.

H(t, x,Dxϕm(t, x),D2
xϕm(t, x)) ≤ h0, ∀(t, x) ∈ [s0, T ] × B̄η(x̄). (3.28)

Step 1. Since by definition v̄ ≥ v, we have from Lemma 3.2 :

v̄ ≥ g. (3.29)

Hence, for all x ∈ R
n,

(v − ϕm)(T, x) = (g − ψ)(x) − |x− x̄|4 ≤ (v̄ − ψ)(x) − |x− x̄|4

≤ −|x− x̄|4 ≤ 0 (3.30)

by (3.24). This implies : supBη(x̄)(v − ϕm)(T, .) ≤ 0. We claim that

lim sup
m→∞

sup
Bη(x̄)

(v − ϕm)(T, .) < 0. (3.31)

On the contrary, there exists a subsequence of (ϕm), still denoted (ϕm) s.t. :

lim
m→∞

sup
Bη(x̄)

(v − ϕm)(T, .) = 0,

For each m, let (xk
m)k be a maximizing sequence of (v − ϕm)(T, .) on Bη(x̄), i.e.

lim
m→∞

lim
k→∞

(v − ϕm)(T, xk
m) = 0.

Now, from (3.30), we have (v −ϕm)(T, xk
m) ≤ −|xk

m − x̄|4, which combined with the above

equality shows that :

lim
m→∞

lim
k→∞

xk
m = x̄.

Hence,

0 = lim
m→∞

lim
k→∞

(v − ϕm)(T, xk
m) = lim

m→∞
lim

k→∞
g(xk

m) − ψ(x̄)

≤ g(x̄) − ψ(x̄) < (v̄ − ψ)(x̄),

by the uppersemicontinuty of g and (3.25). This contradicts (v̄ − ψ)(x̄) = 0 in (3.24).
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Step 2. Take a sequence (sm) converging to T with s0 ≤ sm < T . Let us consider a

maximizing sequence (tm, xm) of v∗ − ϕm on [sm, T ] × ∂B̄η(x̄). Then

lim sup
m→∞

sup
[sm,T ]×∂B̄η(x̄)

(v∗ − ϕm) ≤ lim sup
m→∞

(v∗(tm, xm) − ψ(xm)) − η4.

Since tm converges to T and xm, up to a subsequence, converges to some x0 ∈ ∂B̄η(x̄), we

have by definition of v̄ :

lim sup
m→∞

sup
[sm,T ]×∂B̄η(x̄)

(v∗ − ϕm) ≤ (v̄ − ψ)(x0) − η4 ≤ −η4, (3.32)

by (3.24). Recall also from (3.24) that (v∗ − ϕm)(T, x̄) = (v̄ − ψ)(x̄) = 0. Therefore, with

(3.31) and (3.32), we deduce that for m large enough :

sup
[sm,T ]×∂B̄η(x̄)

(v − ψm) < 0 = (v∗ − ϕm)(T, x̄) ≤ max
[sm,T ]×∂Bη(x̄)

(v∗ − ϕm).

In view of Lemma 3.1, this proves that for m large enough,

[sm, T ] × B̄η(x̄) is not a subset of M(ϕm). (3.33)

Step 3. From (3.28), notice that for all (t, x) ∈ [sm, T ] × B̄η(x̄), we have :

−
∂ϕm

∂t
(t, x) −H(t, x,Dxϕm(t, x),D2

xϕm(t, x)) ≥ m− h0 > 0

for m large enough. In view of (3.33) and by definition of M(ϕm), we then may find some

element (t, x) ∈ [sm, T ] × B̄η(x̄) s.t.

G(t, x,Dxϕm(t, x),D2
xϕm(t, x)) ≤ 0.

This is in contradiction with (3.27). 2

3.3 Some applications in finance

3.3.1 Smooth-fit property of one-dimensional convex singular problem

We consider the singular control problem introduced in Remark 2.2 with linear dynamics :

dXt = βXtdt + γXtdt+ αtdt, (3.34)

where β and γ are constants with γ > 0, and α is the control valued in R+. We consider

the infinite horizon problem :

v(x) = sup
α∈A

E

[∫ ∞

0
e−ρt

(
f̂(Xx

t ) − λαt

)
dt

]
,

where Xx
t is the solution to (3.34) starting from x at time 0. It is convenient to redefine

control in terms Lt =
∫ t

0 αsds, and in fact to enlarge the set of control processes to the

set of nondecreasing, cadlag adapted processes L. This allows displacement in time of

the control and also ensures the existence of an optimal control. This singular control
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problem models the irreversible investment problem for a firm. The process X represents

the production capacity of a firm, which may increase it by transferring capital from another

sector activity. β ≤ 0 is the depreciation rate of the capacity production, γ its volatility,

Lt is the cumulated number of capital received by the firm until time t for a cost
∫ t

0 λdLt,

with λ > 0, interpreted as a conversion factor from an activity sector to another one. f̂

is the running profit function of the firm, assumed to be concave and finite, i.e. of linear

growth condition, on (0,∞).

The Hamiltonian of this one-dimensional convex singular control problem is :

H(x, p,M) =

{
βxp+ 1

2γ
2x2M + f̂(x) if λ− p ≥ 0

∞ if λ− p < 0.

Hence, the associated HJB variational inequality takes the form :

min

[
ρv(x) − βxv′(x) −

1

2
γ2x2v′′(x) − f̂(x) , λ− v′(x)

]
= 0. (3.35)

One-dimensional convex singular control problems were largely sudied in the 1980’s and

in particular their connection with optimal stopping problems. Formally, the derivative of

the value function for a singular control problem is the value function of an optimal stopping

problem. In view of the smooth-fit principle for optimal stopping problems, which states

that the associated value function should be differentiable, it is expected that the value

function for a singular control problem should be twice differentiable. We show here how

to simply derive the twice continuous differentiability for the value function of the above

one-dimensional convex singular problem by using viscosity solutions argument.

First, we easily check that by the linearity of the dynamics of the controlled process X

and the concavity and linear growth condition of f̂ , the value function v is concave with

linear growth condition on (0,∞). Hence, v is continuous on (0,∞), and admits a left and

right derivative v′−(x) and v′+(x) for each x > 0, with v′+(x) ≤ v′−(x). We also see that

v′−(x) ≤ λ, x > 0. (3.36)

Indeed, fix x > 0, and let us consider for any arbitrary control L and positive number 0 <

l < x, the control L̃ consisting of an immediate jump of L of size l at time 0. Then, the

associated state process X̃ satisfies : X̃x−l = Xx and by definition of the value function,

we have :

v(x− l) ≥ E

[∫ ∞

0
e−ρt

(
f̂(X̃x−l

t )dt− λdL̃t

)]

= E

[∫ ∞

0
e−ρt

(
f̂(Xx

t )dt − λdLt

)]
− λl.

From the arbitrariness of L, this implies v(x−l) ≥ v(x)−λl and so the required result (3.36)

by sending l to zero. By setting xb = inf{x ≥ 0 : v′+(x) < λ}, and using the concavity of

v, we also easily see that

NT :=
{
x > 0 : v′−(x) < λ

}
= (xb,∞), (3.37)
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v is differentiable on (0, xb) with

v′(x) = λ, on (0, xb). (3.38)

We can also easily check that 0 < xb <∞.

According to Theorem 3.1, we know that v is viscosity solution to the HJB variational

inequality (3.35). By exploiting furthermore the concavity of v in this one-dimensional

problem, we show that v is actually a classical smooth solution.

Theorem 3.3 The value function v is a classical solution in C2((0,∞)) of (3.35).

Proof. Step 1. We first prove that v in C1 on (0,∞). We argue by contradiction and sup-

pose then on the contrary that v′+(x̄) < v′−(x̄) for some x̄ > 0. Let us fix p̄ ∈ (v′+(x̄), v′−(x̄))

and consider the smooth function

ϕε(x) = v(x̄) + p̄(x− x̄) −
1

2ε
(x− x̄)2,

with ε > 0. Observe that x̄ is a local maximum of (v−ϕε) with ϕε(x̄) = v(x̄). Since ϕ′
ε(x̄)

= p̄ < λ by (3.36) and ϕ′′
ε(x̄) = 1/ε, the viscosity subsolution property implies :

ρϕ(x̄) − βx̄p̄+
1

2ε
γ2x̄2 − f̂(x̄) ≤ 0. (3.39)

For ε sufficiently small, we get the required contradiction, and so v′+(x̄) = v′−(x̄).

Step 2. By (3.38), v is C2 on (0, xb) and satisfies v′(x) = λ, x ∈ (0, xb). From Step 1,

we have NT = (xb,∞) = {x > 0 : v′(x) < λ}. Let us check that v is a viscosity solution

of :

ρv(x) − βxv′(x) −
1

2
γ2x2v′′(x) − f̂(x) = 0, x ∈ (xb,∞). (3.40)

Let x̄ ∈ (xb,∞) and ϕ a smooth test function C2 on (xb,∞) s.t. x̄ is a local maximum of

v − ϕ, with (v − ϕ)(x̄) = 0. Since ϕ′(x̄) = v′(x̄) < λ, the viscosity subsolution property of

v to (3.35) implies :

ρϕ(x̄) − βx̄ϕ′(x̄) −
1

2
γ2x̄2ϕ′′(x̄) − f̂(x̄) ≤ 0.

This shows that v is a viscosity subsolution of (3.40) on (xb,∞). The proof of supersolution

viscosity of (3.40) is similar. Consider now arbitrary x1 < x2 in (xb,∞), and the Dirichlet

problem :

ρV (x) − βxV ′(x) −
1

2
γ2x2V ′′(x) − f̂(x) = 0, x ∈ (x1, x2) (3.41)

V (x1) = v(x1), V (x2) = v(x2). (3.42)

Classical results provide the existence and uniqueness of a smooth solution V , C2 on (x1, x2),

to (3.41)-(3.42). In particular, this smooth solution V is a viscosity solution to (3.40) on

(x1, x2). By standard comparison principle for viscosity solutions (here for linear PDE in
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bounded domain), we deduce that v = V on (x1, x2). From the arbitrariness of x1 and x2,

this proves that v is C2 on (xb,∞) and satisfies (3.40) in the classical sense.

Step 3. Recall that v is C2 on (0, xb) with v′(x) = λ. It then remains to prove the C2

condition of v in xb. Let x ∈ (0, xb). The viscosity subsolution property (3.35) of v in x

applied with the smooth test function ϕ = v on (0, xb), where ϕ′(x) = λ, ϕ′′(x) = 0, implies

that v satisfies

ρv(x) − βλx− f̂(x) ≥ 0, 0 < x < xb,

in the classical sense. By sending x to xb, we get :

ρv(xb) − βλxb − f̂(xb) ≥ 0. (3.43)

On the other hand, by the C1 condition of v in xb, we have by sending x to xb in (3.40) :

ρv(xb) − βλxb − f̂(xb) =
1

2
γ2x2

bv
′′(x+

b ). (3.44)

From the concavity of v, the r.h.s. of (3.44) is nonpositive, which combined with (3.43),

shows that v′′(x+
b ) = 0. This proves that v is C2 in xb with

v′′(xb) = 0.

2

Once we have the C2 regularity of the value function, we complete its explicit charac-

terization as follows. We solve the ode (3.38) on (0, xb) and the ode (3.40) in (xb,∞). We

have then four unknown parameters : one coming from the first order ode (3.38), two from

the second order ode (3.40), and the parameter xb. These four parameters are explicitly

determined by the linear growth condition of v and the C2 condition of v in xb. Moreover,

the optimal state process and control are given by the reflected process X̂ at the lower

level xb and by the local time L̂ at xb. We refer to [46] for the details in a more general

framework.

The concavity property of v, resulting from the linear dynamics of X, is crucial for the

C2 regularity of the value function : there are examples where the value function is not

convex and not twice continuously differentiable. Some extensions to the two-dimensional

case are studied in [84] for a singular control problem arising from transaction costs model,

and the value function is shown to be twice differentiable under some assumptions. Singular

control problem in multidimensional transaction costs model were recently studied in [50]

but no regularity results are stated : only a viscosity characterization is given. It is an open

question to know whether regularity results can be extended in such a multidimensional

context.

3.3.2 Superreplication in uncertain volatility model

We consider the controlled diffusion :

dXs = αsXsdWs,
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valued in (0,∞) (for an initial condition x > 0), and where the control α is valued in A =

[a, ā], 0 ≤ a ≤ ā ≤ ∞. To avoid trivial cases, we assume ā > 0 and a 6= ∞. In finance, α

represents the uncertain volatility process of the asset price X. Given a continuous function

g with linear growth condition on (0,∞), representing the payoff function of an european

option, we are interested in the calculation of its superreplication price given by, see e.g.

[34] :

v(t, x) = sup
α∈A

E
[
g(Xt,x

T )
]
, (t, x) ∈ [0, T ] × (0,∞) (3.45)

Since the process X is a nonnegative supermartingale, it is easy to see that v inherits from

g the linear growth condition. In particular, v is locally bounded.

The Hamiltonian of this stochastic control problem is

H(x,M) = sup
a∈[a,ā]

{
1

2
a2x2M

}
, (x,M) ∈ (0,∞) × R.

We shall then distinguish two cases according to the finiteness of the volatility upper bound

ā.

Bounded volatility

We suppose

ā < ∞.

In this regular case, the Hamiltonian H is finite on the whole domain (0,∞) × R, and is

explicitly given by :

H(x,M) =
1

2
â2(M)x2M,

with

â(M) =

{
ā if M ≥ 0

a if M < 0.

According to the results in paragraph 3.2 (Theorems 3.1, 3.2, and their following re-

marks), we have then the characterization result on the superreplication price v :

Theorem 3.4 Suppose ā < ∞. Then v is continuous on [0, T ] × (0,∞) and is the unique

viscosity solution with linear growth condition of the so-called Black-Scholes-Barenblatt

equation :

−
∂v

∂t
−

1

2
â2

(
∂2v

∂x2

)
x2 ∂

2v

∂x2
= 0, (t, x) ∈ [0, T ) × (0,∞), (3.46)

satisfying the terminal condition :

v(T, x) = g(x), x ∈ (0,∞). (3.47)
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Remark 3.6 When a > 0, there is existence and uniqueness of a smooth solution to the

Black-Scholes-Barenblatt PDE (3.46) together with the Cauchy condition (3.47), and so v

is this smooth solution.

Unbounded volatility

We suppose

ā = ∞.

In this singular case, the Hamiltonian is given by :

H(x,M) =

{
1
2a

2x2M if −M ≥ 0

∞ if −M < 0.

According to Theorem 3.1, v is then a viscosity solution of :

min

{
−
∂v

∂t
−

1

2
a2x2 ∂

2v

∂x2
, −

∂2v

∂x2

}
= 0, (t, x) ∈ [0, T ) × (0,∞). (3.48)

Moreover, from Theorem 3.2 and its following remark, the terminal condition associated to

the variational inequality (3.48) is given by :

v(T−, x) = ĝ(x), x ∈ (0,∞),

where ĝ is the smallest function above g and satisfying in the viscosity sense

−
∂2ĝ

∂x2
(x) ≥ 0 on (0,∞). (3.49)

If ĝ were smooth, the previous inequality (3.49) characterizes the concavity of ĝ. Actually,

this is still true when (3.49) holds only in the viscosity sense, see [24]. Therefore, ĝ is the

upper concave envelope of g. We can then explicitly characterize the superreplication price

v.

Theorem 3.5 Suppose ā = ∞. Then v = w on [0, T )×(0,∞) where w is the Black-Scholes

price for the payoff function ĝ(x) :

w(t, x) = E
[
ĝ

(
X̂t,x

T

)]
, ∀(t, x) ∈ [0, T ] × (0,∞), (3.50)

in a Black-Scholes model with lower volatility a, i.e. {X̂t,x
s , t ≤ s ≤ T} is the solution to

dX̂s = aX̂sdWs, t ≤ s ≤ T, X̂t = x.

Proof. First, observe that w is solution to the Black-Scholes PDE :

−
∂w

∂t
−

1

2
a2x2∂

2w

∂x2
= 0, on [0, T ) × (0,∞), (3.51)

with the terminal condition :

w(T−, x) = w(T, x) = ĝ(x).
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Since ĝ is concave and it is well-known that Black-Scholes price inherits concavity from its

payoff, we deduce that

−
∂2w

∂x2
(t, x) ≥ 0 on [0, T ) × (0,∞).

Together with the previous equality (3.51), this proves that w is solution to :

min

{
−
∂w

∂t
−

1

2
a2x2 ∂

2w

∂x2
, −

∂2w

∂x2

}
= 0, (t, x) ∈ [0, T ) × (0,∞).

Finally, since w and v satisfy the same terminal condition, we conclude with a comparison

principle on the PDE (3.48). 2

Other variations and extensions to financial models with portfolio constraints or trans-

action costs are studied in [24] and [25] for the calculation of superreplication price by a

viscosity solutions approach.

4 From stochastic control to backward stochastic differential

equations

As already mentioned in paragraph 2.3, there is a strong relation between stochastic maxi-

mum principle and backward stochastic differential equations, BSDE in short. A BSDE is

usually written in the form

dYt = −f(t, Yt, Zt)dt + ZtdWt, YT = ξ. (4.1)

Here F = (Ft)0≤t≤T is the filtration generated by W , the terminal condition ζ is an FT -

measurable random variable, and a solution to (4.1) is a pair of F-adapted processes (Y,Z)

s.t.

Yt = ζ +

∫ T

t

f(s, Ys, Zs)ds−

∫ T

t

ZsdWs, 0 ≤ t ≤ T.

Existence and uniqueness of a solution (Y,Z) are usually stated under a Lipschitz condition

on f , see Pardoux and Peng [73]. Some extensions to the quadratic growth case are studied

in [52] and more recently in [42]. We refer to [32] for an account on the theory of BSDE

and to [33] for its applications in finance.

4.1 Stochastic maximum principle and BSDE

We state a sufficient maximum principle for stochastic control problem in the framework

described in Section 2 : a controlled state process

dXs = b(Xs, αs)ds+ σ(Xs, αs)dWs, X0 = x,

and a gain functional to maximize :

J(α) = E

[∫ T

0
f(t,Xt, αt)dt + g(XT )

]
.
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Moreover, the coefficients b(t, x, ω), σ(t, x, ω) of the state process as well as the gain func-

tions f(t, x, ω) and g(x, ω) may depend on ω : b(t, x, ω), σ(t, x, ω) and f(t, x, ω) are

Ft-measurable for all (t, x) and g(x, ω) is FT -measurable. For simplicity of notation, we

omit the dependence in ω. We consider the generalized Hamiltonian H : [0, T ]× R
n ×A×

R
n × R

n×d × Ω → R :

H(t, x, a, y, z) = b(x, a).y + tr(σ′(x, a)z) + f(t, x, a). (4.2)

We also omit the dependence of H in ω. Notice the difference with the Hamiltonian (2.7)

introduced in the dynamic programming approach. We suppose that H is differentiable in

x with derivative denoted DxH, and for each α ∈ A, we consider the BSDE, also called

adjoint equation :

dYt = −DxH(t,Xt, αt, Yt, Zt)dt + ZtdWt, YT = Dxg(XT ). (4.3)

The following sufficiency theorem is proved e.g. in [89].

Theorem 4.1 Assume that g is concave in x. Let α̂ ∈ A and X̂ the associated controlled

state process. Suppose there exists a solution (Ŷ , Ẑ) to the corresponding BSDE (4.3) such

that almost surely :

H(t, X̂t, α̂t, Ŷt, Ẑt) = max
a∈A

H(t, X̂t, a, Ŷt, Ẑt), 0 ≤ t ≤ T, (4.4)

and

(x, a) → H(t, x, a, Ŷt, Ẑt) is a concave function , (4.5)

for all t ∈ [0, T ]. Then α̂ is an optimal control, i.e.

J(α̂) = sup
α∈A

J(α).

4.2 Application : linear-quadratic control problem and mean-variance

hedging

Mean-variance hedging is a popular criterion in finance : this is the problem of finding for

a given option payoff the best approximation by means of a self-financed wealth processes,

and the optimality criterion is the expected square error. This problem has been solved

in high generality for continuous semimartingale price process and general filtration by

martingales and projection techniques, see [76] and [83] for recent overviews. On the other

hand, in a series of recent papers, this problem has been reformulated and treated as a linear-

quadratic (LQ) control problem at increasing levels of generality, mostly for Itô processes

and Brownian filtration, see e.g. [54], [53], [67], [14]. When the coefficients are random,

which generalize the classical case of deterministic linear-quadratic control problem, the

adjoint equations lead to a system of BSDEs. This gives some new insight and results on

general LQ control problem, and provides also fairly explicit results for the mean-variance

hedging.
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The problem is formulated as follows. For simplicity of notations, we consider the

one-dimensional case. The dynamics of the linear controlled state process is :

dXt = (rtXt + αtµt)dt + σtαtdWt, X0 = x,

and the objective is to minimize over controls α valued in R, for a given square integrable

FT -measurable random variable ξ, the quadratic functional :

J(α) = E[XT − ξ]2.

The coefficients rt, µt and σt are assumed to be bounded and adapted with respect to F,

the natural filtration of W . We also assume an uniform ellipticity condition on σ : σt ≥

ε a.s. for some ε > 0. In finance, X is the wealth process of a self-financed portfolio α,

representing the amount invested in a stock asset of excess return µt with respect to the

interest rate rt, and volatility σt. ξ is the payoff at time T of an option that we are trying

to approximate by X according to the quadratic error criterion.

We show how to solve this optimization problem by applying the stochastic minimum

principle in Theorem 4.1. Observe that the generalized Hamiltonian for this stochastic LQ

problem takes the form

H(x, a, y, z) = (rtx+ aµt)y + σtaz,

and the adjoint BSDE (4.3) is written, given α ∈ A :

dYt = −rtYtdt + ZtdWt, YT = 2(XT − ξ). (4.6)

Suppose α̂ ∈ A is a candidate for an optimal control, and denote X̂, (Ŷ , Ẑ) the correspond-

ing processes. Since the Hamiltonian is linear in a, we see that conditions (4.4) and (4.5)

will be satisfied iff :

µtŶt + σtẐt = 0, 0 ≤ t ≤ T, a.s. (4.7)

Due to the linear-quadratic formulation of the problem, we are looking for a solution (Ŷ , Ẑ)

to (4.6) satisfying (4.7) in the form

Ŷt = Pt(X̂t −Qt), (4.8)

where P and Q are adapted processes satisfying the terminal condition : PT = 2 and QT =

ξ. Searching for Itô processes and proceeding by identification, we see after straightforward

calculation that if there exist pairs (P,Λ) and (Q,Γ) solutions to the BSDEs :

dPt = −Pt

[
2rt −

(
µt

σt
+

Λt

Pt

)2
]
dt+ ΛtdWt, PT = 2 (4.9)

dQt =

(
rtQt +

µt

σt
Γt

)
+ ΓtdWt, QT = ξ, (4.10)

then (Ŷ , Ẑ) is solution to the BSDE (4.6) with the mimimum condition (4.7). Existence and

uniqueness of a solution to (4.9)-(4.10) are proved in [53]. Moreover, the optimal control is

given by :

α̂t = −
1

σt

(
µt

σt
+

Λt

Pt

)
(Xt −Qt) +

Γt

σt
. (4.11)
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Finally, the value function is simply derived by applying Itô’s formula to Pt(Xt − Qt)
2/2

for α ∈ A :

J(α) = E[XT − ξ]2 = E

[
1

2
PT (XT −QT )2

]

=
1

2
P0(x−Q0)

2 +
1

2
E

[∫ T

0
Ptσ

2
t (αt − α̂t)

2dt

]
.

This proves again that the optimal control is indeed given by (4.11) and the value function

is equal to :

J(α̂) =
1

2
P0(x−Q0)

2.

4.3 Forward/backward stochastic differential equations and control

Suppose that the conditions of the sufficiency theorem 4.1 are satisfied and denote by X̂

the corresponding optimal controlled state process, and (Ŷ , Ẑ) the associated adjoint dual

variables. By considering the function

Ĥ(t, x, y, z) = sup
a∈A

H(t, x, a, y, z) = sup
a∈A

[
b(x, a).y + tr(σ′(x, a)z) + f(t, x, a)

]
,

we then see, by the envelope theorem, that (X̂, Ŷ , Ẑ) satisfy :

dX̂t = Hy(t, X̂t, Ŷt, Ẑt)dt +Hz(t, X̂t, Ŷt, Ẑt)dWt,

dŶt = −Hx(t, X̂t, Ŷt, Ẑt)dt + ẐtdWt, YT = Dxg(X̂T ).

where (Hx Hy Hz) stands for the gradient of H with respect to the (x y z) variables. This

is a special case of coupled forward-backward stochastic differential equation (FBSDE)

written in the form :

dXt = b(t,Xt, Yt, Zt)dt + σ(t,Xt, Yt, Zt)dWt, (4.12)

dYt = −f(t,Xt, Yt, Zt)dt + ZtdWt, YT = h(XT ). (4.13)

A solution is a triple (X,Y,Z) of adapted processes with X a solution to the forward s.d.e.

(4.12) and (Y,Z) a solution to the bsde (4.13). Coupled FBSDEs extend BSDEs since the

backward component (Y,Z) appear in the coefficients of the forward component X. The

study of FBSDEs generates an important stream of research. There are essentially two

methods for proving the solvability of BSDE : pure probabilistic methods like the method

of continuation, see [2], [48], and combined methods of PDE and probability like the four

step scheme developed in [65], or more recently extensions in [74], [27]. The connection

with PDE is an extension of the Feynman-Kac formula : it states that if there exists a

smooth solution with suitable Lipschitz and growth conditions to the quasilinear PDE

−
∂v

∂t
− b(t, x, v, z(t, x, v,Dxv)).Dxv −

1

2
tr(σσ′(t, x, v, z(t, x, v,Dxv))D

2
xv)

−f(t, x, v, z(t, x, v,Dxv)) = 0, (t, x) ∈ [0, T ) × R
n (4.14)

v(T, x) = h(x), x ∈ R
n, (4.15)
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where z(t, x, y, p) satisfies z(t, x, y, p) = p′σ(t, x, y, z(t, x, y, p)), then the triple (X,Y,Z)

determined by

dXt = b̃(t,Xt)dt + σ̃(t,Xt)dWt,

where

b̃(t, x) = b(t, x, v(t, x), z(t, x, v(t, x),Dxv(t, x))

σ̃(t, x) = σ(t, x, v(t, x), z(t, x, v(t, x),Dxv(t, x)),

and

Yt = v(t,Xt), Zt = z(t,Xt, v(t,Xt),Dxv(t, xt))

is a solution to the FBSDE (4.12)-(4.13). Conversely, if there exists a solution (Xt,x, Y t,x, Zt,x)

solution to the FBSDE (4.12)-(4.13) with Xt,x
t = x, then the function v(t, x) = Y t,x

t is a

viscosity solution to (4.14)-(4.15). We refer to the lectures notes [66] for an account on the

theory of FBSDE and their applications.

5 Numerical issues

Explicit analytic solutions to stochastic control problems are rare and one has to resort

to numerical approximations. This has led to an important area of research on numerical

methods for stochastic optimization. Motivated in particular by problems in quantitative

finance, one faces challenging numerical problems arising in portfolio optimization in high

dimension, under partial information, under transcation costs ... We distinguish two types

of numerical methods for stochastic control problems : purely deterministic and probabilis-

tic methods. We briefly survey some of the developments and advances on these fields.

5.1 Deterministic methods

Purely deterministic methods from numerical analysis consist in discretizing the nonlinear

HJB PDE satisfied by the value function of the stochastic control problem. The discretiza-

tion by finite difference methods or finite elements methods leads to an approximation

of the value function at the points of the space-time grid. Convergence of the numerical

scheme is proved rigorously by stability results for viscosity solutions, see [7]. There are

also recent results on convergence rate for the finite difference approximation of the HJB

equation in [57] and [6]. Computational methods are studied e.g. in [1]. For some illus-

trations in financial problems, see e.g. [35] or [88]. From a computational viewpoint, the

limitation of purely deterministic methods is the dimension of the state variable and in

practice, calculations are done for low dimensions, say 1 or 2.

5.2 Probabilistic methods

Probabilistic numerical methods for optimization problems considerably developed over

these years. A classical method, based on the dynamic programming principle, is the
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Markov chain approximation introduced by Kushner [58], see also the book [59] for an

account of this method. This consists in approximating the original continuous-time con-

trolled process by a suitable controlled Markov chain on a lattice satisfying a local con-

sistency condition. The stochastic control problem is then numerically solved from the

dynamic programming principle applied to the Markov chain approximation, which leads

to a backward recursive algorihm. The finite difference scheme is a typical example of a

numerical scheme for an approximating Markov chain with nearest neighbor transitions. In

this method, the required stability condition may be very restrictive in the case of control-

dependent diffusion. On the other hand, the lattice is regardless of the structure of the

Markov chain. Moreover, its size is growing exponentially with the dimension. So, al-

though the Markov chain is easily implemented, calculations can be done in practice only

for low dimensions as in the purely deterministic approach. To overcome the dimensionality

problem, Pagès, Pham and Printems [71] propose a probabilistic method based on optimal

quantization methods for numerically solving stochastic control problems in dimensions

larger than 3. Like in usual probabilistic methods, we start from a time discretization of

the controlled problem : the process (Xt) is approximated by its Euler scheme denoted X̄k

at time tk = kT/n. Then, and in the spirit of the Markov chain approximation method, the

Euler scheme is approximated at every date k by a process X̂k, taking finitely many states.

The optimal quantization approach consists in finding the best approximation according to

Lp-norm of X̄k by X̂k. This is achieved by stochastic gradient descent method based on

Monte-Carlo simulations of X̄k, which also allows to estimate the probability transitions of

the grid points. The control problem is then numerically implemented from the backward

dynamic programming formula. The main interest in optimal quantization is that given a

total number of points to be dispatched among all grids, one gets optimal grids with respect

to the distribution structure of the original process. This method is numerically tested in

dimension 3 for the mean-variance hedging problem with stochastic volatility. We refer to

[72] for an account of other applications of quantization methods to numerical problems in

finance.

Another approach is to solve numerically the FBSDE associated via the maximum

principle to the stochastic control problem. Several approximation methods to FBSDEs

were proposed in the literature. We mention for BSDE the Markov chain approximation

in [64], regression methods in [43], quantization methods in [4], the Monte-Carlo Malliavin

method in [18] , and for FBSDE the four-step scheme in [29], and quantization method in

[28].

6 Conclusion

Many theoretical and numerical advances have been recently realized in the field of stochas-

tic control. They also contribute to the fields of nonlinear partial differential equations and

backward stochastic differential equations. Present developments include modelling with

jump-diffusion processes, which lead to integrodifferential equations, and FBSDEs with

reflecting barriers arising typically in optimal stopping problems. From a numerical view-

point, challenging problems are the search for fast and efficient schemes for stochastic
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control problem in high dimension arising in quantitative finance. In this direction, par-

tial observation problems, which lead to infinite-dimensional problem, are very few studied

numerically and represent an important stream of research. Classical control problems

in finance are optimal portfolio allocation but there is a large potential applicability for

other economics and finance problems such as in contract or game theory, credit risk or

liquidity risk models. In return, these questions should raise new developments in terms of

mathematical theories, still in accordance with meaningful applied problems.
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